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1. THE BASICS
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Citizen Development
There is a world-wide shortage of software developers. IT departments all around the globe are overwhelmed with work.

WHAT IS CITIZEN DEVELOPMENT?

HOW DOES CITIZEN DEVELOPMENT WORK?

Citizen Development describes the ability for a
user, the Citizen Developer, to create applications
without coding expertise, significantly faster, and
at a fraction of the cost.

Low-code, and more recently no-code platforms, are
continuously evolving. Citizen development software
is now sophisticated enough to generate code based
on visual inputs and diagrams put together by a
typical business user.

WHY IS CITIZEN DEVELOPMENT IMPORTANT?

THE BENEFITS OF CITIZEN DEVELOPMENT

Citizen development enables a general workforce
to create complex, automated and systemized
workflow processes. This has democratized the
building of software solutions and the skills
required to develop apps, such that anyone can do
it.

Citizen Development enables a “hyper-agile” way of
working, which can lead to substantial reductions in
cost and development times. The speed at which you
can take an idea and design, build, test and deploy
apps enables teams and organizations to bring
products and services to market in unprecedented
timeframes.
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What are example low code or no code platforms?
• There are numerous vendors in the
LCNC space with new entrants
emerging and existing players
refining their offerings
• Features and functionality vary,
and the best platform for an
organization or problem is
dependent on user requirements
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The Citizen Development Movement
86%

“86% of IT decision-makers say the biggest challenge to
digitally transform their business is a shortage of software
developers” (FTI Consul ng)

$21.
2BN

The LCNC market is forecasted to reach $21.2 billion by
2022 (Forrester)

4X

The number of active citizen developers will be 4x the
number of professional developers by 2023 (Gartner)

450
M

500 million new apps expected to be built in the next five
years, with 450 million of those being built using a lowcode tool (Microso )

28.1
%

Spending on low-code software is expected to grow at a
compound annual growth rate of 28.1% from 2020 to
2025 (Markets and Markets)

500K

“In the U.S. alone, there will be a deficit of 500,000
so ware developers by 2024” (Forrester)
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2. CITIZEN DEVELOPMENT
IN ACTION
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Citizen Development and Sterling Bank

Additional Real Life case studies can be found on our community page here:
https://www.projectmanagement.com/pages/710858/Real-Life-Citizen-Development-Series
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3. THE ROLE OF PMI
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The Value PMI Brings to Citizen Development
PMI can provide the missing piece of an end-to-end CD solution

1

You buy a car &
get the manual

The LCNC Technology

2 You need a driver

The Delivery Capability

3

You need the safety
manual & rules of the road

PMI CD Best Practices & Standards

‘Just because we build a road, it doesn’t mean people aren’t going to speed, or drive safely on it’
(C.P Gurnani, CEO and Chairman of TechM)

PMI bridges the gap between what LCNC allows individuals and enterprises to do and the need for
best practices, standards and governance
PMI’s Citizen Developer products give the IT department the confidence to enable business users to
build their own solutions and capitalize on CD – enabling the CIO/IT function to manage the risk
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4. PMI CITIZEN DEVELOPER
PRODUCTS
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PMI’s contribution to the CD market
PMI has developed a suite of products aimed at individuals, enterprises and the wider community
1. Education and Certification*
CD Foundation
Course

CD Practitioner

Certification Credential

3. Content and Community
Citizen Developer Handbook (Body of Knowledge)

Introduction to the basics of the Citizen Developer movement

• Covering the CD canvas, project delivery,
capability development, operating model,
organization alignment and the CD maturity
model.

Equips practitioners to apply CD methodology to build safe and scalable
applications

CD Business Architect Educates business architects to facilitate CD projects within an organization in a

Certification Credential

safe, controlled and compliant manner

CD Strategist*

Allows strategists to manage and lead the creation of the operating environment
that allows CD to drive organizational transformation

Certification Credential

2. PMI Citizen Developer Partner Program
A program for delivery organisations to build maturity capabilities and LCNC vendors to become part of the PMI
ecosystem.
The CDPP provides the standards, guardrails and best practices to unlock the true value of Citizen Developer.

Social Learning and Collaboration
Platform (growing at a 30%
monthly rate)
• Video series, blog insights, Q&A
series, resources, case studies,
thought leadership, upcoming
and past events and webinars

PMI supports participants on their journey through the program tiers to achieve the PMI stamp of approval.

* Refer to next slide for detailed learning outcomes
* Name subject to change
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PMI’s CD Learning Journey
PMI has developed a suite of products aimed at individuals, enterprises and the wider community
CD Foundation
Expected
outcomes

•
•

Learn what Citizen Development (CD) is and its
importance
Learn the benefits it delivers and the role of
Citizen Developer’s in today’s business world

CD Practitioner
•

Apply CD methodology to build safe and
scalable applications that improve internal and
external operations

CD Business Architect
•
•
•

What you will be
able to do after
the course

•
•
•

Sell the concept of CD to senior team members
Identify transformation opportunities where
CD can be used
Host an ideation session using different
approaches

•
•
•

•
•

Caters for

•
•

All individuals in businesses/organizations
Students

•
•
•
•
•
•

Apply a software delivery process tailored to
CD initiatives based on complexity and risk
Assess the suitability of a CD initiative and
address any gaps in the organization’s CD
capability
Design applications from other processes,
functions, teams, and customers’ perspectives,
and visualize a project workflow using
flowchart diagrams
Assess and track the risks and requirements of
your project and develop stakeholder and
communication management plans
Avoid the most common application design
pitfalls in designing the data model and user
experience

•

SMEs in Marketing, Operations, finance
Operational & Management Consultants
Business Analysts
UX Designers
Software Developers
Entrepreneurs

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

CD Strategist

Facilitate CD projects within an organization in
a safe, controlled and compliant manner
Embed the organizational structures that
underpin CD operations
Learn 5 stages of the Maturity Model with
associated roles and responsibilities at each
stage

•

•

Manage and lead the creation of the operating
environment that allows CD to thrive
Instill the cultural practices and mandates that
foster adoption and scaling of CD
Drive organizational transformation

Acquire a knowledge of the components of the
operating model and organization’s end-state
design that supports and enable the
introduction and scaling of CD across an
organization
Manage resistance and influence cultural
change when introducing CD practices
Set up accountability structures to manage CD
at the organizational level
Set up rules for IT and business collaboration to
create a safe and scalable CD environment
Keep track and manage CD initiatives through
KPIs and metrics
Measure the value created from CD initiatives,
projects and programs

•

Course design underway

Line managers
Project, Program and Portfolio managers
Agile and scrum specialists
Enterprise and IT architects
Team leaders and IT managers
Business transformation consultants
Organizational design consultants

•
•
•
•
•

C-Suite executives
C-1 executives
Portfolio managers
Business transformation consultants
Organizational design consultants

•
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A Snapshot of the Product Content
Modern and interactive learning products
An easy-to-follow learning experience

Real use cases presented through-out

Downloadable tools and templates
Some examples are:
Suitability
Scorecard

Ideation Board

Risk/Technical
Complexity Grid
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The PMI CD Partner Program
A B2B commercial wrap around PMI’s CD products
Partner Program Value and Tier Progression

CD Maturity Assessment

Supporting low-code/no-code vendors and delivery organisations to unlock true CD
value by providing the standards, guardrails and best practices.
Involvement in the program will give participants the ability to differentiate themselves
in the market and benefit from PMI’s endorsement, content and network.

PMI CD Partner Program Participants will be able to
perform CD Maturity Assessments for their clients.
This will help PMI’s partners to improve pre-sales
conversation and conversion, upgrade their CD offering to
evaluate where the client is in their CD Maturity and gain
market intelligence along the way.

Powered by PMI

Registered

Silver Tier

Gold Tier

Annual subscription fee from silver
Increased benefits unlocked at each tier
Build Competencies
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5. HOW YOU CAN GET
INVOLVED
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How you can get involved
• Join in the conversation on PMI Citizen Developer community portal
Community portal is now live at
•
https://www.projectmanagement.com/Topics/Citizen-Developer/
• Take the PMI Citizen Developer Foundation and PMI Citizen Developer Practitioner
courses
Course is available via www.pmi.org/citizendeveloper
•
Provide your feedback on the course
•
Share with your networks
•
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